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IJK 

What?  Who?  When?  Where?  
Which?  Why?  How?  

ILK 

Experience Know Think Feel  
Need Want Will
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$NO4%&'K Talk about Us...  

)PQR( Transferring information?  

STJU( Coordinating matters? 

AVWX( Solving problems?  

BCY-( Sharing feeling? 
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$Z[\L4%&'K Talk about Me...  

]*^_( Airing opinions?  

`aUb( Venting emotions? 

McdA( Defending ourselves? 
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qr+Verbal 

st+Text 

]U+Expression 

uv+Body 

wx+Art
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If you can't explain it to a six year old,  
you don't understand it yourself. 

 
��[�i����A� ¡J 

¢ £¤¥¦§¨ 
©]ª[�Zc�«m¬® 

 
― by Albert Einstein 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In speaking my mind, I always try to wait for … 
 

The right time!±²4�³ !
A calm emotional state!´µ4Ub!
The right motivation!¶·4¸³ 

 
— by Josh McDowell 
The Secret of Loving
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From the fact that God gave us  
two ears and one mouth,  

the Irish have drawn the thoughtful conclusion  
that we should listen twice as much as we talk. 

 
― by Josh McDowell from his book 

The Secret of Loving
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Anyone who answers without listening  
is foolish and confused.  

 
Ê÷øKÏù13, NCVÑ
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A fool finds no pleasure in understanding but 
delights in airing his own opinions. 

 
Ê÷ø!Ïù2, NIVÑ 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—!by Josh McDowell 
The Secret of Loving  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i�#~+�1%LÉA Understand 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$I9ô)+Full of grace'¨ 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Í{$âFkl+Encourage'4Â 
i{$mLnc+Discourage'4Â 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Do not let any unwholesome talk come out of 
your mouths, but only what is helpful for 

building others up according to their needs... 
!

Êap|Î!Ð29b, NIVÑ
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A good man thinks before he speaks;  
the evil man pours out his evil words  

without a thought. 
!

Ê÷øKÏu28, TLBÑ



Questions and Discussions



Questions and Discussions
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